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Complete History of Insurgency in North East India - explained by Dr Mahipal Rathore #UPSC #IAS The
future of insurgency in Northeast India 8 Must Read Books on the North East of India
Nagaland's insurgency, explained ft. @But Why
Famous insurgent group of north east india. /Nscn/ulfa/knlf/hnlc/gnla/prepak.etcInsurgency in North East
| UPSC 2020 | Part I | by Ajay Kumar Muchakurthi Do Northeast Indians Consider Themselves Indians? |
ASIAN BOSS
North East Insurgency Explained For UPSC IAS | 2020 | Internal Security | Latest |NORTHEAST INSURGENCY |
LECTURETTE Practice | Important Topic for #SSB #AFSB #NDA #CDS #OTA The Big Picture: End of the Road for
Northeast Insurgency Internal Security-Lecture 6 Insurgency in North-East Nagaland: India’s longest
\u0026 bloodiest insurgency, complex 6-decade battle in war \u0026 peace | ep 304 The Truth Behind The
“Ideal” Human Body In Future What the China-India Border Dispute is Really About Anunnaki | Full Ancient
Humans Alien Documentary Why Do North East Indians Look Different From Other Indians? Good will message
from Sohan D Shira (C\u0026C of GNLA) From Jesus to Christ: The First Christians, Part One (full
documentary) | FRONTLINE Top 8 Richest States in North East India 2020 || Exploring North East NORTHEAST
INDIA - WikiVidi Documentary Why Mahipal Singh Rathore left Studyiq education | Unacademy vs Studyiq
Full analysis with facts Why did Naga Peace talks fail? Complete history of Naga Insurgency, Current
Affairs 2019 #UPSC2020
China Supporting Insurgency in North East India After Doklam?This Type of Bullet Caused an Entire
Uprising! Insurgency in Northeast India - What is the role of China in a recent insurgent attack in NE?
#UPSC Essay on North East insurgency | Essay on insurgency in north east of India | essay for Ib Acio
Full Audio Book Inglorious Empire: An Era of Darkness: What Britain did to IndiaWritings in English from
the Northeast : Reading Temsula Ao This is a discussion on Insurgency in North East India. How Sikkim
became India's 22nd state ft. @But Why Insurgency In North East India
Widespread extortion and diversion of development funds form the core agenda of insurgent groups in the
North-east.
Thriving underground economy
Subscribers look at Middle East and Myanmar to argue in favour of India’s democracy and note how
statehood will undermine all progress made by revocation of Article 370 in Jammu and Kashmir.
India is and will remain a democracy and why restoring statehood for J&K will be a mistake
In a notification, the Union Home Ministry said Wednesday the government is of the opinion that the area
comprising the whole of the state of Nagaland is in such a disturbed and dangerous condition ...
Entire Nagaland declared ‘disturbed area’ for six more months under AFSPA
ARSA, which the Myanmar military says is responsible for attacks in Rakhine State, has been tied to both
the Pakistani intelligence service and radical Muslim terror groups.
Rohingya Terrorist Group Linked to Pakistan and Militant Islamic Organizations
The CM's statement came in the backdrop of tension between the two Northeastern states following alleged
encroachment of land in Cachar district by the people of Mizoram ...
Nearly 1,800 hectares of Assam land encroached by Mizoram people, says Himanta Biswa Sarma
Twenty-five years ago on June 30, a new chapter was opened for the people and the state of Mizoram when
the Mizoram Peace Accord was signed between the Government of India and the Mizo National Front ...
35th Anniversary of ‘Remna Ni’- The Mizoram Peace Accord
It is time we acknowledged that people from the North-east are no less Indian than those from the
mainland.
Beyond social media hashtags
A conflict between the states due to incorrect boundary demarcation escalated an already tenuous history
of conflict amongst the communities that populate this land ...
Assam-Mizoram border dispute: Baggage of the past
Militants in the insurgency-hit northeast have for years been boycotting India's Independence Day and
Republic Day celebrations to protest New Delhi's rule over the vast region rich in oil ...
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10 injured in powerful explosion in India
NLFT’s activities have ‘significantly reduced’ along the border in the last 6-7 months, though a transit
camp at Segunbagan in Bangladesh, 5 km from the border, has become functional from October 2020 ...
Banned NLFT operating from Bangladesh with 40 members: Report
The nuclearwallahs, who had earlier predicted confidently that India ... insurgency operations and
limited conventional wars along the border of the kind now being waged in Kashmir and the North-East.
The escalating war in Kashmir
The other states in the Northeast that are under AFSPA by a ... a status quo in Nagaland with regard to
AFSPA comes even as insurgency in the state has seen a significant declining trend.
MHA extends AFSPA in Nagaland by another six months till December 2021
The Supreme Court on Tuesday put on record what has been happening at the Indo-Bangladesh border but
often denied officially - the armed forces personnel taking bribes to let in illegal Bangladeshi ...
SC upholds axing of BSF jawan who allowed influx
Popular resentment at China's involvement in Myanmar and attacks on Chinese businesses there has
intensified since the Feb. 1 coup that ousted the elected National League for Democracy government.
India's look east policy should start with Myanmar
"At present, there is an international airport in Guwahati. We are planning to have airports in Imphal
and Agartala as well," Singh said, speaking at an event organized by 'Amazing Namaste'.
Imphal, Agartala to get international airports: Jitendra Singh
The DCOAS(Strategy) was created as part of mega reforms in the Army headquarters, nearly three years
after its need was felt during the 73-day Doklam standoff with the Chinese military in the Sikkim ...
Lt Gen Sanjeev Kumar Sharma to be new deputy chief strategic planning in Army
"Now the golden period of North East region has come. When India looks at strengthening ... "Before
2014, NE was known for blockades, insurgency, encounters, for killings. A leader in Manipur ...

Northeast India has been beset with insurgencies for more than fifty years. The Nagas rebelled in the
early 1950s, and since then, insurgency in some form or the other has spread to all the states of the
northeast, popularly known as the Seven Sisters. This book takes a critical look at the many
insurgencies in this strategic region and reviews their genesis, motivations, and characteristics. Why
have these persisted despite interventions by the state and civil society? Over the years, the
insurgencies have developed external linkages, which have only complicated matters. The book also
critically examines the government's response and traces the development of counter-insurgency
strategies, from finding a military solution to winning the hearts and minds of the populace. It is a
fascinating but sad story of missed opportunities.
The book examines questions of identity, ethnicity, sovereignty and insurgency in northeastern India,
and especially on Assam and its neighbourhood. Written by an academic-journalist, the various articles
situate these in their larger social, economic, political and, above all, historical context, the last
being especially important in their becoming a part of colonial India relatively late, well after
colonial control was established in the rest of India. Based on close, ground level experience involving
extensive travel and interaction with the people, this collection is the result of a long journalistic
career spanning nearly 50 years in the northeast region. Written in simple, lucid language, the essays
cover a range of themes including culture, belief, and identity; homeland and language politics; and
insurgency and separatism. The volume also achieves a uniquely dual historical value – while the
articles themselves include a lot of historical information tracing the roots of the various issues
discussed, the articles themselves range from 1974 to 2010, providing the modern reader with a series of
historical moments captured in their immediacy. Of interest to students, academics, researchers in
politics, peace & conflict studies, politics, sociology, history, language, those interested in
northeast India, policy-makers, cultural studies, etc.
Today the North-East India is an insurgent-prone area where numerous militant and anti-national
organisations are on work causing serious threat to India. All these militant organisations have their
hide-outs in the countries adjacent to India. Their Guerrilla Warfares have created a horrible
situation, and have forced the people to live under terror and fear. This book not only discusses the
activities but also investigates the militants. It also presents politico-historical account of the
North-East right from beginning to date.
Written with empathy and lucidity, Mukherjee’s book combines hard fact with sensitive insight in his
approach to the region’s landscape, people and history. The author analyses problems intrinsic to this
enigmatic area, offering viable solutions where possible.
This volume offers new ways of understanding conflicts in Northeast India, and the means to resolve
them. The essays discuss how democratic politics and the world of armed rebellions intersect in complex
ways in this region.
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In the Shadows of Naga Insurgency is a fine-grained critique of the Naga struggle for political
redemption, the state’s response to it, and the social corollaries and carry-overs of protracted
political conflict on everyday life. Offering an ethnographic underview, Jelle Wouters illustrates an
‘insurgency complex’ that reveals how embodied experiences of resistance and state aggression, violence
and volatility, and struggle and suffering link together to shape social norms, animate local
agitations, and complicate inter-personal and inter-tribal relations in expected and unexpected ways.
The book locates the historical experiences and agency of the Naga people and relates these to ordinary
villagers’ perceptions, actions, and moral reasoning vis-à-vis both the Naga Movement and the state and
its lucrative resources. It thus presses us to rethink our views on tribalism, conflict and ceasefire,
development, corruption, and democratic politics.

North-East India Has, Over The Years, Become Synonymous With Secessionism, Insurgency, Violence And
Turbulence. The Present Study Is About This Crisis And How It Led The Hill Communities To Organize And
Equip Themselves, Debate And Decide Their Future Course Of Action And Confront The Colonial And PostColonial Indian States And The Process Through Which This Confrontation Led To The Growth Of
Secessionism. This Book Details The Entire Process From The Pre-British Period To Date During Which The
Movement Itself Underwent Several Crises And Metamorphoses And As A Result Some Struggles Crumpled While
Others Still Carry On The Revolt. Although A Number Of Bestsellers Are Available On The Subject, This Is
The First Serious Academic Work Written By A Professional Historian.
With reference to Northeastern India.
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